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	Oil Spill Preparedness
In discussions of Canada’s oil spill preparedness, pipeline proponents and politicians are always quick to cite the so-called “world-class cleanup” capabilities of oil projects. During Christy Clark’s time in office from 2011 to 2017, the then-Premier repeatedly referenced her government’s commitment to greenlighting only those oil projects that could prove “world-leading marine oil spill response, prevention, and recovery.” What do “world-leading” or “world-class” cleanup capabilities actually look like? No one really knows. It’s a hollow and obfuscatory term intended to allay fears about the environmental consequences of an oil spill. The province’s or oil company’s world class cleanup statements can be repeated ad nauseum yet, without fundamental regulatory changes and technological developments, these statements are never going to ring true.&nbsp;



9.1 Spill Dangers



As mentioned in earlier sections of this report, transporting oil by pipeline from Alberta to the Burnaby Mountain Tank Farm involves crossing countless tributaries of the Fraser River. Any crossings not using horizontal directional drilling will cause significant harm to the spawning efficacy of local salmon populations, as well as other at-risk species like the Nooksack dace (in the Brunette River). Every tributary crossing contributes to an incremental reduction of salmon return numbers annually.



An oil spill in one of these tributaries or in the Fraser itself, no matter the size, would have devastating consequences for salmon populations. The current Big Bar landslide, on the Fraser River just north of Lillooet, is a prime example of the precarity of BC’s salmon population. At Big Bar, a single landslide has, for more than a year, blocked nearly all salmon from travelling upstream to spawn, and the subsequent impacts are so great that scientists believe salmon runs in the area have a “meaningful chance of extinction.”[1] It is not difficult to imagine that, if an oil spill were to occur on the Fraser River or one if its tributaries, the consequences would be equally serious.



Marine oil spills, after the oil has been loaded onto ships for ocean transport, are no less serious, and only a cursory examination of Northwest Coast history illustrates such dangers. In November 1988, the tug Ocean Service collided with its single-skin fuel barge Nestucca off the mouth of Grays Harbour in Washington State, rupturing and releasing an estimated 890,000 kg of heavy Bunker C fuel oil. The oil was quickly caught up in a northward-flowing Japanese counter current that brought the oil as far as Cape Scott on the northern tip of Vancouver Island. Some 9,000 seabirds were collected in Washington State alone, their carcasses barely recognizable encapsulated in layers of oil.



More recently, in 2015, the MV Marathassa, while anchored in English Bay, discharged a significant amount of bunker fuel at night into the surrounding waters. In October 2016, the tugboat Nathan E. Stewart struck a reef and sank in Seaforth Channel, on the inside passage of BC’s coast. Extensive damage was done to the tug’s hull and it released diesel fuel and lube oil from damaged hull tanks. Fortunately, this accident occurred on the return voyage following the delivery of oil cargo to Alaska, meaning that considerably less oil was aboard, but the consequences were devastating nonetheless. (The Nathan E. Stewart spill will be further discussed in 9.4). Oil washed up on public beaches in the case of the Marathassa spill and, in the case of the Stewart spill, wrought havoc with marine ecosystems which resulted in significant economic damage to local Indigenous families. Crucially, each incident also highlighted the toothlessness of Canadian oil spill regulations, the lack of rigorous enforcement or timely cleanup on the part of industry and government.



Tugboat Nathan E. Stewart sinks as high winds and waves render oil containment efforts futile. Credit: Kyle Artelle/Heiltsuk Nation.







9.2 Dilbit Spills



Spillage of Dilbit is of special concern, whether transported by pipeline or ocean tanker. Many spills occur at pumping stations, and pipeline ruptures in the United States, like the Enbridge Line 6B spill on a Kalamazoo River tributary and the Exxon Pegasus spill in Arkansas, have provided firsthand experience of Dilbit pollution and the serious challenges it presents in cleanup efforts on land and in freshwater.



The Kalamazoo River spill was one of the largest inland oil spills in American history and took five years and over $1 billion USD to cleanup. For two years after the spill, 56 kilometres of the river were cordoned off to facilitate cleanup efforts. When Enbridge eventually announced they had successfully completed their cleanup, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) deemed the work unsatisfactory and ordered Enbridge to return to dredge large portions of the river for submerged oil and sediment.[1] Of special concern was the heavy bitumen that had sunk below the surface. Such a clear example of industry malpractice is troubling, and the ensuing ecological impacts continue to be felt today. In 2016, Enbridge settled with the EPA and the Justice Department and agreed to pay $177 million USD in penalties.[2]



In saltwater, adequate cleanup techniques for Dilbit have yet to be proven. The behaviour of Dilbit in saltwater has been covered extensively in section 8.3 of this report. As explained there, it should be concerning that many government officials and industry heads have extolled the safety of Dilbit in saltwater without scientific evidence to conclusively support their claim.



To recap CPE’s arguments on the Northern Gateway Proposal and the Joint Review Panel’s “Possible Conditions”, we believe that, until more research is undertaken, Dilbit cannot be passed as safe or simple to clean up. Our statement from 2011 still applies today: “Our concerns [over Dilbit’s behaviour after a spill] are based on our examination of the damage at Kalamazoo River spill in Michigan, and on evidence developed by Environment Canada. We believe that, neither the NG project, nor any other project, should be allowed to ship Dilbit in pipelines to be loaded in vessels off the coast of BC, until such time that it can be proven that 1) it can effectively be cleaned up in a timely fashion when it spills into fresh or saltwater, and 2) that the resulting damage is no worse than a spill of light crude.”[3]



9.3 Oceans Protection Plan (OPP)



Public Works and Government Services Canada (PWGSC) through an open and competitive bid process has awarded a three-year contract (with seven one-year renewal options) to Atlantic Towing Limited (ATL) of Saint John, New Brunswick under the federal government’s Oceans Protection Plan.



The contract consists of the lease of two emergency offshore towing vessels for operation in the waters off the coast of BC. The Atlantic Eagle and Atlantic Raven have taken up station since late 2018 with operational crews made up of ATL personnel along with members of the Canadian Coast Guard (CCG) and will be under the operational direction of CCG. One vessel will patrol the northern area of coastal waters between the Alaskan pan-handle and north portion of Vancouver Island and the other from the north and west coast of Vancouver Island to the Strait of Juan de Fuca.



The two vessels will increase capability to respond to tankers, cargo ships, and barges in distress in challenging deeper waters off the coast of BC and partake where additional capability in SAR operations are required. Moreover, the Beecher Bay base opens opportunity for Indigenous personnel participation. Following the earlier Heiltsuk/Horizon proposal for the establishment of an Indigenous Marine Response Centre near Bella Bella, work should be done to take advantage of Heiltsuk’s proven marine response operations.



The opportunities for Indigenous and Canadian coastal communities presented by such partnerships are extremely interesting and CPE supports proposals like Heiltsuk’s unreservedly. During the disastrous Nathan E. Stewart spill and the events that followed, the lack of adequate resources for meaningful marine response has become glaringly apparent.



Harvey Humchitt, a Heiltsuk Hereditary Chief, described the partnership as a “huge opportunity for Canada to support an on-the-ground approach to reconciliation.” He continued: “Through this unique partnership, we’ve aligned our Heiltsuk values with the core values of Horizon Maritime to demonstrate how First Nations and industry can embark together on a bold step toward reconciliation, and in the Heiltsuk term for reconciliation, Ha ɫc stut, ‘turn things around and make things right again.’”



Such cooperation between industry, government, and First Nations is commendable. It remains of paramount importance, however, that tangible progress be demonstrated and that this proposal not get waylaid by federal bureaucracy or stalling.



9.4 Western Canadian Marine Response Corporation (WCMRC)



Since 1976, WCMRC has been tasked with managing, on a 24/7 emergency basis, oil spill protection measures, along with any subsequent cleanup operations. They are Transport Canada’s certified marine spill response organization for Canada’s West Coast and are mandated under the Canada Shipping Act to be ready to respond to any spills that occur along BC’s 25,725 kilometres of coastline. In the event of a spill, WCMRC is to mitigate all impacts resulting from the spill, for the protection of wildlife, to the safety of the public and responders and the preservation of economic activity.



At present WCMRC is undergoing tremendous expansion and update since the TMX pipeline has now commenced construction. Seven operational bases are being established and/or upgraded, in the Salish Sea, two or which are to be manned 24/7, one in Vancouver Harbour, and the other at Sidney BC on Vancouver Island. Bases will be established on the main arm of the Fraser River, and at Nanaimo, Victoria, Beecher Bay and Port Alberni on Vancouver Island. The Port Alberni base will be at the head of Alberni Inlet and be partnered with a base in Ucluelet. New shoreside facilities are under construction at most bases or will be in the near future. To the base locations identified will be additions in Prince Rupert and a lesser presence in Kitimat BC.



Bases will be equipped for cleanup at sea or on beaches, have radio communication facilities for vessel communications, docking capabilities for vessels, and workshops of varying complexity for vessel repairs and maintenance work.



Many new watercraft are planned, under construction, or in service, such as Coastal Response Vessels, Skimming Vessels, Landing Craft, work boats and barges to be dispersed between the bases. One of the two Offshore Support Vessels recently contracted under the Oceans Protection Plan, along with some miscellaneous smaller craft is to be stationed at Victoria BC. Watercraft can and will be shared or stationed between bases according to circumstances at the time and as learned over time but initially will be stationed at what seems a likely scenario of use and/or training underway requirements.



The offshore protection vessels will each be deployed to the south and/or the northern coastal reaches and based at corresponding locations at Victoria, as mentioned along with Prince Rupert in the north.



Of great significance to CPE is that the operations of WCMRC shall be capable to Beaufort Wind Scale 4 sea conditions as well to the 200 nautical mile Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) Coastal Boundary, thus harmonizing with US Alaska Pan Handle and Washington State Coastal boundaries.&nbsp;&nbsp;



Canadian waters deployment training is regularly carried out to ensure emergency preparedness. Coordination with US command organizations, communication facilities and equipment is practiced to ensure effective operations in the event of an oil spill in adjoining waters.



It would seem that WCMRC being capable to Beaufort Force 4 conditions also defines the upper limit of oil boom containment effectiveness, thus defining the envelope to which efforts of cleanup are at all worthwhile (over 80% of West Coast yearly weather renders boom usage futile). Unfortunately – though perhaps not surprisingly – retaining boom exercises appear to have been carried out principally in calm or nearly calm water that is not truly representative of the hazardous environment that would be encountered in heavy wind, waves, or currents often prevailing over a substantial extent of coastal BC.



9.5 Cleanup Effectiveness



As mentioned, much of the ongoing spill preparedness exercises continue to be performed in conditions that do not replicate “real-world” scenarios of rough waters, strong wind and water currents, and heavy rain. Nor have exercises been carried out in Beaufort 3 or 4 conditions with breaking waves with equipment that protects personnel from Dilbit vapour. This lack of effective training further supports fears that the current spill preparedness along the BC coast is simply not adequate.



Worldwide, the success of spill cleanup is minimal. A recent paper by Etkin and Nedwed, a meticulous researcher and one of the leading oil spill scientists in North America respectively, reviewed thirty offshore oil spills and found that only between 2% and 6% of oil was mechanically recovered.[4] The Canadian Coast Guard often claims considerably higher cleanup returns, but these figures likely include water entrainment meaning that the percentage of oil actually recovered would be lower. No matter the agency involved, best cleanup practices and up-to-date equipment must be considered a top priority.



Oil is seen streaming from boom during failed containment attempts. Photo credit: Heiltsuk Nation.



Great strides must be made before CPE can consider Canada’s oil spill preparedness to be adequate. Progressive partnerships like the Heiltsuk Horizon proposal provide considerable hope, however. We urge governmental bodies to accelerate their own spill preparedness and we uphold the responses of coastal Indigenous communities like Heiltsuk Nation in seeking jurisdiction over their territorial waters.
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	Shipping &amp; Operations
Should the Trans Mountain Expansion Project (TMX) be approved there is one and only one condition that is of paramount importance in its shipping and marine operations. Under no circumstances must anything deteriorate the coastal saltwater environments of British Columbia, nor the U.S. states of Alaska, Washington, and Oregon.



That the above must prevail amidst an up to twenty-seven-fold increase in tanker traffic servicing Westridge Marine Terminal (WMT) highlights the precarious nature of the proposed project. These oil-carrying tankers will cause noise and light pollution while at anchor, will scatter floating garbage and organic waste, will excrete oily bilge water and sewage, and will lose larger refuse such as wood crates with steel bondage. Such a myriad of refuse and its impact on marine habitats cannot be tolerated, yet the establishment of shoreside facilities will nevertheless be required in order to control the disposal and treatment of these waste products.



Of paramount importance in handling the environmental impact of oil tanker traffic is the issue of Canadian jurisdiction in waters off the B.C. coast. In the Reconsideration review performed by the now-defunct National Energy Board, it was proposed that Canadian marine jurisdiction be limited to a 12 nautical mile boundary. CPE believes this suggestion to be utterly unrealistic and foolhardy. Instead, we believe the Canadian marine jurisdiction limit must be extended to the 200 nautical mile boundary of the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ).



An oil spill of even the smallest scale can have catastrophic effects on economic operations on B.C.’s coast. In such an event, any number of commercial activities would be forced to shut down: fishermen, fish sellers, and restaurants; whale watching and ocean tourism; ocean sports; and beach activities. Whether at the scale of industrial operations or seagoing recreational activities, an oil spill would have devastating consequences on our coastal life and economy. It must be averted at all costs.&nbsp;



Canada/U.S. Regulations Harmonization



For many years, American regulations have protected the Salish Sea during ongoing oil tanker operations between Alaska and refineries in northern Puget Sound. CPE believes Canadian regulations must be compatible with American protections of the Salish Sea and that anti-dumping regulations, like in the U.S., must be strictly enforced.



The US Government has never been a signatory to the 1992 Civil Liability Convention, preferring to operate under its 1990 US Oil Pollution Act which was drafted after the Exxon Valdez oil spill. Under Section 1004 of this law, a vessel owner’s minimum liability for oil pollution from a 120,000 DWT Aframax tanker with a Gross of 60,000 tonnes would be $114 million. Any vessel lacking coverage of this financial responsibility would be subject, progressively, to the withholding of clearance, denial of entry, detainment in place, and finally seizure by and forfeiture to the United States.



Canadian Regulations historically have been overly lenient and/or non-existent in matters of overboard discharges, pollution surveillance and enforcement and have been taken advantage of by coastal inside passage traffic. In fact, the cruise ship industry has turned B.C.’s inside passage into a “toilet bowl” thanks to Canada’s lax marine regulations[1].



A standard has been established by the United States Coast Guard (USCG) for ships attending refineries in Northern Puget Sound, Washington State. CPE believes USCG’s standard has proven effective for U.S. waters and should be investigated and co-opted by Canadian regulators and enforcement overseers.



Furthermore, there must be a concerted effort at collaboration between Canadian and American regulatory bodies. During times of heavy tanker traffic, switching between inspection and enforcement officers from either country could be arranged since the Salish Sea falls under both countries’ jurisdiction.



Of special importance is communication from the ship to pilots conning safe passage inbound to and outbound from WMT. With foreign crews and language barriers between a ship’s officers and the harbour pilots, there are serious communication risks. In the case of emergency measures directed by escort tugboats or the harbour pilot, translation between crew members and local operators would be needed. Even short delays would jeopardize the vessel’s safe passage. &nbsp;



Oil Tankers



Although Trans Mountain’s Direct Evidence included a revised operations guide for Westridge Terminal[2], there was confusion as to how much control should be exerted by TM over vessels calling at Westridge Marine Terminal. On the one hand, for example, it is a vessel’s responsibility to obey Canadian and International Regulations when in Canadian waters. In compliance with Condition 134 of the Trans Mountain Expansion hearing, Trans Mountain have now issued a new Vessel Acceptance Standard Revision[3], a new Tanker Acceptance Procedure[4], and a new Master’s Declaration and Vessel Information Checklist[5].



It is all very well for the Tanker Acceptance Procedure listed above to require that vessels attending Westridge Marine Terminal must have approval prior to docking. In reality, however, this would likely be impossibly expensive, time consuming, and impracticable. Instead, international fit-for-service vetting services exist for ensuring vessels meet standards required and are suitable and safe for operation. Two commonly used pre-approval systems, the Offshore Vessels Inspection Database (OVID) and Common Marine Inspection Document (CMID) are in use for this purpose. OVID is from the Oil Companies International Marine Forum and CPE believes it to be the more appropriate inspection fit-for-service standard for TMEP of pre-approved tankers attending WMT.



Checklist item 2.5.9 of the Master’s Declaration and Vessel Information Checklist requires that “the vessel will secure all bilge overboard discharge valves under charge of the Chief Engineer prior to entry into the Canadian Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and those shall remain secured until the vessel has departed the Canadian EEZ.”



CPE believes that additional intermittent inspections, without prior warning to the vessel’s crew, should be carried out. Inspectors should board at Swiftsure Bank Buoy and overseers must have jurisdictional powers to, if necessary, seal off any overboard valves, sluices, and chutes (other than rain drains) for the duration of the vessel’s time in Canadian waters. For vessels unable to comply with Checklist Item 2.5.9, necessary receptive equipment must be established at WMT to handle all overboard discharges from every vessel for the duration of the vessel’s time in Canadian waters.



Moreover, complete documentation for the vessel, all equipment, and for each crew member must be immediately available for verification at any time during a WMT inspection. No documentation shall be acceptable if dated prior to six months before the date of inspection.



Double Hulls



Double-hull tankers are designed to ensure that little or no cargo spillage occurs in the event of a collision with another ship or a fixed structure. This is certainly true in comparison to single-skin or single-shell vessels that regularly spill cargo in such collisions, but a double-hull nevertheless presents a variety of shortcomings.&nbsp;



The principle shortcoming of double-hull construction is the initial construction cost, due to the additional material and labour as well as its substantially more complex structural design.



There are also further problems that arise, specifically in the event of a collision. Indeed, there is a high probability that the stability of a double-hull vessel would be jeopardized by the flooding of one or more of its compartments. The sheer size of today’s tank vessels means that, should such damage occur, the chances of a damaged vessel returning safely to a repair facility are low.



Relatively straightforward procedures would be required for a damaged inbound vessel. A ship heavily loaded with petroleum products presents an entirely different situation. Each situation would require a different approach, dependent on variables such as whether cargo must be off-loaded prior to undertaking repairs, the prevention of off-gassing from petroleum products onboard, and the safety of hot-work like cutting and welding. Moreover, should the vessel suffer damage below the waterline, circumstances would be significantly more difficult, with the vessel requiring dry-docking – a procedure that may not, as of yet, be possible in the Vancouver area.



In the case of dry-docking, there is a high possibility a damaged ship would require being moved to a facility in Washington State. Even in a best-case scenario in which the damaged vessel could move under its own power, standby tugboats for monitoring and possible towing would be required. If there were a risk of sinkage, the possibility of flooded double-hull compartments would become serious. As such, the safety of moving the vessel under its own power as compared to tugboat assistance would necessitate consideration on a case by case basis. At every step of the way, careful coordination between ship owners, ship crews, local government, terminal controllers, and insurance companies would be of paramount importance.



Pilotage &amp; Tugboats



It is understood that the Pacific Pilots Association (PPA) have carried out practice maneuvers to prove that safe passage of Aframax-size tankers, both inbound in ballast and outbound loaded, is possible through the restricted waterways of the First and Second Narrows highway bridges as well as the Second Narrows railway bridge that leads to the Westridge Marine Terminal (WMT). Such practice procedures are encouraging, however CPE feels that this is only the first of many steps before truly safe passage through these waterways can be proven.



In the case of a vessel veering from the centreline of the Second Narrows Bridge passage, for example, greater water velocity and attraction to the veered side would occur. This increased force must be taken into account for escort tug capabilities. At best, the total force of vessel offsets and veering has only been tested in a model basin environment.



Crucially, the occurrence of disaster events far from the centre of a probability distribution are inevitably different in the real world. There is a temptation to use the Gaussian or normal distribution to calculate the probability of specific occurrences, but one must not do so. Disaster events are much more probably than one would calculate. The actual distributions have what are called “fat tails” or “heavy tails” which arise from so-called black swan events which are not included in the models that lead to the Gaussian distribution. These events are outside the realm of regular expectation, have considerable impact, and are often explainable only in hindsight. It is not possible to calculate the likelihood of such events, nor is it possible to list them, but a few examples might help the reader:



An earthquake causing sloshing of water in Burrard Inlet, taking tanker and tugs with itA software error causing a tanker to unexpectedly veer from its pathPower failure of a tug when needed to keep a tanker on courseFailure of traffic lights on the Second Narrows bridge



Basic human error is, of course, a further ever-present concern. The actual black swan event will likely be something else entirely unanticipated. This subject has been examined at length by David Etkin and colleagues at York University. They state that the Gaussian distribution “provides good estimates for many kinds of variables, but typically does not work well for disaster data.” They go on to explain that “a risk analysis that does not consider these rare events would result in one that is likely to be too optimistic and deeply flawed.”[6] For reference, Etkin et al. consider a risk analysis of tanker spills off the West Coast, written by Det Norske Veritas and submitted to the NEB by Trans Mountain. They consider the assessment to be unrealistic due to what they deemed to be unjustifiable assumptions.



Under Keel Clearance (UKC) and air-draft clearance requirements have been laid out in the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority’s port information Guide from 2018[7]. Appendix B of this document provides the controlling depths and maximum air draft at the average of the highest high waters (HHWLT) for any vessels accessing the Second Narrows. These clearances are applicable for buried municipal water pipes, established channel boundaries, highway bridge underdeck girders, and seabed support piers for the railway and highway bridges.



Escort tugboats of appropriate power and force capabilities must be available in the Port of Vancouver to service any and all vessels attending WMT at any time. This can be a good number in order to comply with VFPA’s limitations on daylight and high tides. Tugboat pulling and/or pushing capability and deployment ahead and astern of Aframax size vessels must be tested and termed suitable for vessel size and the handling of possible emergency situations.



The possibility of delayed communications between tugboats and pilots on the ship’s bridge can arise in many situations, thus increasing the need for attention to requirements to ensure safe passage through the limited clearances of the Second Narrows waterway.



Rescue Tugboats



Currently, a U.S. rescue tugboat is stationed at Neah Bay, at the entrance of the Juan de Fuca Strait, in case of an emergency with tankers serving the north Puget Sound refineries. This protocol alone is not enough if tanker traffic is to increase on the West Coast.



Specifically, CPE proposes that at least two rescue tugboats be stationed on the B.C. coast to account for the substantial increase of tankers in B.C.’s Exclusive Economic Zone (outside of the Tanker Exclusion Zone mandated by Bill C-48) servicing WMT. Ideally, these rescue tugboats would be stationed on the Northwest Coasts of Vancouver Island and Haida Gwaii.



Each rescue tugboat should be stationed in a dedicated position with highly trained crews, manned around the clock and ready to respond at minimum notice. Basic English-language skills, helicopter evacuation capabilities, preliminary medical facilities, and full deck-gear suitable for connecting to disabled vessels is necessary. Furthermore, coordination between Canadian and American rescue tugboats, extensive crew training, and vessel outfitting must be accomplished. Careful consideration would also be necessary for Alaskan rescue tugboat capabilities should TMX be approved, with tankers transiting great circle routes to and from Asian ports through American EEZ waters.
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	BMTF Structural Design Considerations
Further BMTF concerns involve the structural integrity of the 1953 oil storage tanks themselves. Gordon L. Dunnet (P. Eng Retired), a structural engineer, conducted independent reviews of various structural design considerations associated with TMX.[1] His findings on the seismic risks associated with the external floating roof (EFR) tanks at BMTF have, with consent, been restated below. (Minor edits have been made for concision).



“Serious Structural Engineering Design Issues for Investigation by EGBC” (Dunnet, 2020)



Kinder
Morgan Canada’s (KMC) Expansion Project will triple the storage capacity of the
existing Burnaby Mountain Tank Farm to over five million barrels, stored in twelve
existing and fourteen new oil storage tanks on the same footprint. Nine of the
existing tanks from 1953 are now 66-years-old or more, designed as water
storage tanks but without horizontal wind and seismic load requirements.
Seismic or earthquake loading was introduced in American Petroleum Institute
(API) design codes in 1980.



Six of the
nine tanks from 1953 are external floating roof (EFR) type and the three
remaining tanks are internal floating roof (IFR) type. The EFR Tanks don’t have
metal roofs and deflect horizontally during earthquakes, creating sloshing
waves in the tank. The IFR Tanks have fixed metal roofs, much lower horizontal
deflection and eventually fail by crushing the tank walls above the foundation.
An additional three IFR type tanks were added in 1988.



The BMTF is located next to subdivisions, an elementary school, and the only Emergency Fire Response and Evacuation Routes for Simon Fraser University and residences at UniverCity. KMC’s engineer should thus have assessed the existing tanks for seismic capacities, verified the 66-year-old welded connections, verified the steel material yields and chemical properties, and tested the original cut and fill soil foundation under the tanks. Instead, KMC’s structural engineer followed Trans Mountain’s company policy by ignoring all seismic code upgrades for existing facilities and designing only the new storage tanks in the three-fold BMTF expansion. The engineer also failed to investigate any of the possible structural deficiencies of the 1953 tanks, apparently assuming the existing tank design wouldn’t create additional serious seismic and fire safety risks for the surrounding residents, the students and staff at SFU, the Forest Grove Elementary, and the residents of UniverCity. 



KMC’s Structural Engineer ignored EFR tank sloshing failure history:



KMC’s structural
engineer chose to increase the BMTF hazardous material storage capacity while
ignoring EFR Tank failures in seven earthquakes between 1964 and 2011 and five
serious fires ignited during these earthquakes. KMC’s structural engineer also
ignored the failure of six EFR Tanks during the 7.4-magnitude Kocaeli earthquake
in 1999 that ignited a serious five-day fire and destroyed over thirty tanks at
the Tupras Refinery in Turkey. These 1961 Tupras EFR and IFR Tanks had been
designed to California’s seismic code requirements by California Structural
Engineers (either the 1956 City of Los Angeles seismic code for 0.133g force or
the 1960 SEAOC seismic code for 0.10g force). These 1961 EFR Tanks still failed
from excessive sloshing at 0.322g, during 45 seconds of shaking. The current
NBC2015 seismic design code earthquake for the BMTF is similar in magnitude and
duration to the 1999 Kocaeli earthquake. 



Following the tank failures in Turkey, specific warnings were issued stating that all pre-1970 EFR tanks on the American west coast must be re-investigated for possible failure by sloshing.[2] Furthermore, seismic recording station readings and EFR sloshing wave measurements were used to develop a computer analysis that matched the Tupras EFR tank sloshing failure. From this analysis new design procedures for EFR tank sloshing were issued in proceedings of the 2008 World Conference on Earthquake Engineering (WCEE).[3]



Nonetheless, KMC and Trans Mountain ignored the specific warnings in 2000 and 2004 to investigate their six EFR tanks from 1953 for sloshing failure. The 2008 design procedures for EFR tank sloshing during earthquakes were also ignored. When I raised questions in November 2017 about the 1999 Tupras Refinery tank failures and the PEERC warnings, Kinder Morgan Canada refused to forward my concerns to their structural engineer. I believe that KMC/Trans Mountain’s failure to heed warnings about their six EFR tanks from 1953 and their ignoring of new EFR sloshing design procedures from 2008 is unconscionable, as is their failure to notify the City of Burnaby, Simon Fraser University, and the National Energy Board (now Canadian Energy Regulator) of potential serious seismic risks. 



KMC’s “Appendix B2” BMTF expansion risk assessments ignored 1953 oil tanks:



KMC’s
Senior Manager claims that TMX Appendix B2, issued in February 2017, analyzed
all existing and new storage tanks in their Seismic and Fire Risk Assessment
Report, a report that concludes only a minor seismic risk of a tank explosion
during an earthquake. Yet, the structural engineer ignored the warnings for
1953 EFR tank seismic sloshing failures and followed the Trans Mountain policy
to ignore the seismic capacities of existing tanks. The analysis in the TMX
Appendix B2 illustrates that KMC only analyzed the seismic risk of the new IFR
tanks. 



In an
email from December 12, 2017, KMC’s Senior Manager for TMX verified that “the
focus of the risk assessment is structural failure resulting in loss of primary
containment, rather than on sloshing effects. As corroborated by the
assessments of damage from the Kocaeli earthquake, sloshing damage does not
typically result in loss of primary containment and over-topping spills
resulting from sloshing are much smaller than those resulting from shell or
piping failures.” This email describes the structural failure of IFR tanks, not
EFR tanks. 



If KMC’s structural engineer had analyzed the six EFR tanks for sloshing failure during the NBC2015 Design Code Earthquake, they would have found that the six 1953 EFR tanks would have failed first at a significantly lower earthquake force than the Appendix B2 IFR new tank analysis. The actual seismic (and fire) risks will be significantly higher than the Appendix B2 figures. I believe that all the 1953 tanks have to be removed from service in order to reduce the seismic risks to the Feb 2017 Appendix B2 levels. 



Brief Summary of Structural Seismic Response Issues:



Between
1964 and 2011, EFR failure under sloshing occurred during seven earthquakes.
Serious petroleum fires occurred in five of those instances, with
out-of-control burning for two to fourteen days. Intense heat generated from a
petroleum fire would destroy adjacent IFR tanks, like happened in the 1999
Kocaeli fire: it burned out of control for five days, destroyed over 30% of the
tank farm, triggered an 89-strong firetruck response, caused an evacuation of a
3km radius, and was clearly visible in satellite imagery. 



Other serious
structural design errors include: 



The failure to investigate and test the existing welded joint connections in all nine of the 1953 tanks to verify whether the steel plate was weldable steel. Welds could be defective with cracks liable to fail under cyclical earthquake shaking and sloshing, unless the steel was pre-heated and held within a specific temperature range while welding or a special order for weldable steel.The failure to investigate possible deficiencies in the original site preparation for the 1953 tanks. The existing cut and fill was designed for gravity load only and the tank foundation is likely a perimeter concrete ring beam. Excavated soil may have been used for the tank foundation and the nearly 70-year-old drainage system may no longer divert water away from the tank bases. If excavated soil was used for the tank base, a geotechnical engineer needs to review possible liquefaction under seismic load.The failure to investigate the existing floating roofs on all tanks from 1953 and whether they are modified to mitigate sinking during earthquake loading (which would expose the full surface of petroleum) or whether the perimeter seals are metallic and need replacing.    







The
structural investigations, opinions, and structural conclusions presented above
belong to Gordon Dunnet (P. Eng. Retired) alone. The failure of KMC’s
professional engineers to protect life safety in accordance with Engineers and
Geoscientists BC Code of Ethics will be covered in an upcoming report. 



Additional
support and input has been provided by Dr. John Clague, P. Geo. (Professor
Emeritus, SFU Department of Earth Sciences); Dr. David Huntley (Professor
Emeritus, SFU Department of Physics); Mr. Karl Perrin (B.R.O.K.E. spokesperson
and resident of UniverCity); and Mr. Svend Robinson (Federal Candidate for
Burnaby North Seymour, 2019 Election). 







[1] Dunnet, Gordon L. (2020). “Serious Structural Engineering Design Issues for Investigation by EGBC.” 



[2] Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Centre (Dec. 2000). “Structural Engineering Reconsaissance of the August 17, 1999, Kocaeli Earthquake.” 



[3] Yazici, G. &amp; Cili, F (Jan. 2008). “Evaluation of the Liquid Storage Tank Failures in the 1999 Kocaeli Earthquake.” 14th World Conference on Earthquake Engineering.
	Danger Associated with a Burnaby Mountain Trans Mountain Tank Farm Expansion
Read our most recent letter sent out to Transportation and Infrastructure Minister Claire Trevena, as well as other government officials. Fire at the tank farm poses a particular hazard. Excerpts from a report written by Deputy Fire Chief Chris Bowcock of the City of Burnaby Fire
 Department, entitled “Trans Mountain Tank Farm Tactical Risk Analysis May 01, 2015”
 summarizes the magnitude of a fire and risks of the expansion at this facility are included in our letter.
Aug 21, 2017
Danger Associated with a Burnaby Mountain Trans Mountain Tank
Farm Expansion
We are writing on behalf of the Concerned Professional Engineers (CPE), a group of registered
Professional Engineers that has been analyzing the risks of major infrastructure projects in
British Columbia since 2012. We wish to express our concern that Kinder Morgan and the
Federal and Provincial Governments have not done a proper risk assessment when reviewing
the Trans Mountain Expansion Project (TMEP) proposing an expansion of the pipeline and the
tank farm on the south side of Burnaby Mountain.
As registered Professional Engineers, CPE derives its mandate from the Code of Ethics of our
Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of BC (APEGBC). This code states, in
part,
“…members and licensees shall… hold paramount the safety, health and welfare
of the public, the protection of the environment and promote health and safety
within the workplace”
To date, we have primarily focused on the marine shipping aspects of the Trans Mountain
Expansion Project. For a quick overview, the 2-minute video on the home page of CPE website
provides a brief summary of our concerns about the potential catastrophe should a tanker
inbound in ballast or loaded outbound, collide with the Second Narrows highway and/or the
railway bridges. http://www.concernedengineers.org
The shipping of oil risk comes down to location. The Eastern Burrard Inlet is the riskiest of all
ports studied in 1987 by the Federal Ministries of Environment and Fisheries. If a tank farm was
to be built in the lower mainland, a far safer location would be to build the tank farm and
terminal at Roberts Bank.
We also have a link on our web site to a graphic 10-minute video by Bob Bossin of Gabriola
B.C., where he addresses the issue of the proposed expansion of the Trans Mountain Tank
Farm (TMTF) on Burnaby Mountain.
http://www.concernedengineers.org/about-kinder-morgan-proposal/burnaby-tank-farm/
A well researched report by Deputy Fire Chief Chris Bowcock of the City of Burnaby Fire
Department, entitled “Trans Mountain Tank Farm Tactical Risk Analysis May 01, 2015”
summarizes the magnitude of a fire and risks of the expansion at this facility. These risks
include firefighters and a large number of the public in adjacent areas.
A tank fire event could easily develop into a situation involving the evacuation of thousands of
people in a worst-case scenario.
To provide context for our concerns, we have included some pertinent paragraphs from the
Trans Mountain Tank Farm Tactical Risk Analysis May 01, 2015, Deputy Chief Bowcock’s report;
Tank Farm layout and Density Increases Risk
“On 16 December 2013, Kinder Morgan submitted an application to the National Energy Board
(NEB) for the expansion of the Trans Mountain Pipeline system, which includes the expansion
of the Burnaby Mountain terminal. The expansion involves the densification of storage tanks
within the existing foot print of the site from 13 to 26 tanks &#8211; a tripling of the subject terminal’s
storage capacity from 1.7 million barrels to 5.6 million barrels.”
“The decreased tank spacing within the tank farm has additional significant consequences.
Many of the potential tank fire scenarios within the Trans Mountain Tank Farm facility would be
inextinguishable due to lack of safe firefighting positions. The general configuration proposed
by Kinder Morgan provides insufficient safe access routes and operating positions from which
firefighters could apply protective streams to isolate or extinguish fire events.”
“Fires occurring in this tank farm will have a potential to be severe in magnitude. Inherent in the
layout of this tank farm is the potential of a fire event occurring in such close proximity to
adjacent tanks, that subsequent ignition of additional storage tanks is a dangerous reality. A
significant emergency management concern in a facility of this type is the escalation from a
single tank fire to a multiple tank fire event. The resource requirements and the excessive
complexity and risk to emergency responders, typically prevents safe firefighting of a multiple
tank fire event.”
Tank Fire Burnout
“Tank fire Burnout has historically been utilized as a contingency option for fire extinguishment
when adverse environmental conditions exist, a lack of firefighting resources exist or when the
facility design precludes safe offensive firefighting operations. Therefore the use of a Tank
Burnout tactic exposes the community to the full potential impact and duration of toxic smoke
and heat discharge based upon the volume of crude oil present at the time of ignition.
The operations associated with evacuating persons potentially impacted by a 4 day tank fire
event from a facility with such tight proximity to high density residential communities would
constitute an emergency activation of provincial scale.”
Tank Fire Boilover
“The potential for Boilover exists in any wide boiling range hydrocarbon, such as a crude oil
storage tank full surface fire. For a proposed 200’ storage tank, a Boilover event can discharge
heated and molten crude oil outwards to 2,000’. A Boilover event occurring from a Tank Fire in
the TMTF, would result in large area life hazard and the potential for propagation of additional
storage tank fires due to the mass discharge of molten crude oil over areas encompassing;
• The entire TMTF
• The Shellmont Tank Farm
• Forest Grove Community
• Meadowood Community
• Sperling-Duthie Community
• Closing Gaglardi Way and Burnaby Mountain Parkway”
Readers who wish to increase their knowledge and detail of tank fire layout and density, fire
burnout and fire boilover, additional to this summary are directed to access Deputy Fire Chief
Chris Bowcock’s excellent report at following link, with special attention to page 59 and 60;
https://www.burnaby.ca/assetfactory.aspx?did=16919
Toxic Smoke Discharge
“in Kinder Morgan Canada Risk Assessment Trans Mountain Expansion Project &#8211; Burnaby
Terminal Project, October 1, 2013, Doug McCutcheon and Associates Consulting, wrote; “A
toxic impact up to 5.2 km downwind due to SO2 created in a fire and smoke impacts as far out
as 43 km.”
“Kinder Morgan Canada (KMC) has stated it is expecting a timeframe of toxic smoke
discharge prior to possible extinguishment of 1 &#8211; 2 days. It is expected that the 1 -2 day burn
time would generate sufficient toxic smoke plume discharge to significantly affect the entire
Greater Vancouver Regional District, with specifically high concentrations of exposure and
respiratory health hazards to all Burnaby, Port Moody, Coquitlam, and New Westminster
residents at risk with pre-existing respiratory conditions.”
“Highly toxic Hydrogen Sulfide will very quickly, upon facility release, expose residential areas
to conditions that are immediately dangerous to life,
Low Concentrations:
• Irritation of eyes, nose, throat and respiratory system
• Breathing difficulties in Asthmatics
Moderate Concentrations:
• Coughing, difficulty breathing, headache, dizziness, nausea, vomiting, staggering and
excitability
High Concentrations:
• Shock, convulsions, inability to breathe, extremely rapid unconsciousness, coma and
death”
Kinder Morgan’s Emergency Response Limitations
“The detail not present in KMC’s answer to … (partial quotation)… within the existing
emergency management programs at Kinder Morgan Tank Farm, KMC has no immediate
emergency communication plans, protocols or procedures to notify the community at the
first identification of hazard to the community.”
“As the authority having jurisdiction for fire protection approval within the City of
Burnaby, the Burnaby Fire Department has recently been advised by KMC on May 30,
2014, that the facility no longer has the emergency response ability to extinguish fire
events with internal facility resources, and that additional hydrocarbon specialized
firefighting resources from regional facilities are no longer available.”
We believe that Deputy Fire Chief Chris Bowcock summarized his concerns well, when he
wrote:
“These factors pose significant risks to lives and property arising from the densifications of
petroleum products on a sub-standard, ill-configured and under sized property located in
proximity to urban residential and other populations.”
Dr. Ivan Vince, CEng. FIChemeE, of ASK Consultants, Bromley, U.K.
A paper written for the City of Burnaby by Dr. Ivan Vince, May 22, 2015, strongly rejects the
Burnaby Mountain Tank Farm expansion plans by Kinder Morgan.
Dr. Vince levels several criticisms of the risk assessment performed by Doug McCutcheon and
Associates Consulting submitted by Kinder Morgan including the following;
3.2.2 “contains several shortcomings and errors, of which the most important is the gross
underestimate of the risk of boilover.”
3.2.6 “For the Burnaby tank farm, in my opinion, the risk is dominated by tank boilover, since
this scenario has by far the most severe and most extensive potential consequences and,
though relatively infrequent, is wholly credible (has a far from negligible likelihood of
realization)“
3.3.7 “Radiant heat from the fireball as well as the rainout of burning oil would be capable of
igniting litter in the surrounding forest and a variety of exposed combustible materials on and
around houses. If an uncontrolled forest fire is a credible scenario, then evacuation of Simon
Fraser University would be problematic, since both access roads pass very near to the tank
farm and might be impassable during the incident.”
3.2.12 “A review of incidents world wide by the Swedish National Testing and Research
Institute supports the LASTFIRE finding that full surface fires are likely to escalate; Of 22 full
surface fires (out of 104 fires recorded),16 went on to produce boilover.”
Diluted Bitumen (Dilbit)
The final issue we wanted to address was our concern that Kinder Morgan and the Federal and
Provincial Governments appear to have disregarded or ignored the issue that Kinder Morgan
according to market requirements, propose to ship either crude oil or diluted bitumen (Dilbit)
through the expanded pipeline.
Unlike conventional crude oil, Dilbit is a mixture, often heavier than water, of unrefined Bitumen
and a diluent. This diluent is usually a cocktail of volatile solvents like naptha or natural gas
condensate that allows the thick Bitumen to be pumped through pipelines. These light
hydrocarbons are toxic and highly flammable.
A spill in the Kalamazoo River, Michigan in July, 2010 of Diluted Bitumen, from Alberta oil
sands, off-gassed portions of volatile diluent containing fumes of benzene and toluene in the
spill area. Nearly 60 percent of the local population experienced symptoms such as nausea,
dizziness, headaches, coughing and fatigue. Clean up crews were issued respirators to
protect them from toxic fumes.
We believe that Kinder Morgan and the Federal and Provincial Governments must be held
accountable for proposing and/or approving this expansion without a detailed risk assessment
that addresses the concerns referenced. We believe the risk to firefighters, the public and
surrounding areas is extremely high and we are asking everyone for their support in opposing
the expansion of the Burnaby Mountain Tank Farm.
Yours sincerely,
Brian Gunn, P. Eng.
Spokesperson for CPE
(concernedpeng@gmail.com)
Peter S. Hatfield, P. Eng.
Member of CPE
(peterhat@pacificcoast.net)
&nbsp;
	Golden Ears Bridge Collision, May 31, 2017
Two days ago, there was a collision with a crane hitting the Golden Ears Bridge. 


 


http://globalnews.ca/news/3491788/crane-on-a-barge-hits-and-damages-the-golden-ears-bridge/


 


It should be noted that the Golden Ears Bridge was properly designed according to the S6 Canadian Highways code which required the bridge to withstand impacts from any traffic that is allowed to use the waterway under the bridge. This is not true for the Second Narrows (Highways &amp; Railways) Bridges as they were built long before the S6 codes were created. CPE, under its&#8217; commenter status to National Energy Board (NEB), has asked for an S6 risk analysis to be done, and NEB ignored the request. However, both the Highways and Railways Bridge owners have told CPE they are analyzing their bridges for the possibility of collision of tankers and vessels. We have also asked these owners to look at mitigation of designing and placing barriers to lessen the impacts and damage should serious off course incident caused by rudder failure occur.
	(Untitled)
Here is Chris Peter&#8217;s (CPE) comment posted yesterday on the CBC website in response to Ms. Notley’s statement that “There really is no plan B”
Residents of Burnaby were systematically excluded from the National Energy Board hearings despite their attempts to register as intervenors and their elected representatives were stonewalled in information requests to Trans Mountain. The more than doubled tank farm is on a slope above their residences and the pipeline is to be directionally drilled beneath their university campus. Recognizing the justice of their case, the federal court of appeal has allowed them to be included in the judicial review of the Cabinet decision approving the pipeline.

Premier Notley should be made aware that there is in fact a feasible Plan &#8216;B&#8217; that has been extensively publicized by Concerned Professional Engineers, another group excluded from the hearings, which avoids all of the above dangers to heavily populated areas: namely to spend an extra $1.2B to extend the pipeline to a new deep water VLCC port at Roberts Bank. Rather than issue an IPO to try to co-opt Canadian shareholders, Kinder Morgan would be far better off to placate them by following such a compromising course of action.
&nbsp;
	The Globe &amp; Mail, On the Trail of an Oil Tanker Article
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/a-tankers-journey-through-bc-waters-carrying-oil-from-the-kinder-morganpipeline/article35070386/
	The Globe &amp; Mail, Weigh Anchor, Kinder Morgan Interactive Article/Video
We&#8217;d like to share this well put together Globe &amp; Mail piece. Please check it out and pass it along to spread the word about the Kinder Morgan Trans-mountain Expansion Project, and it&#8217;s potential impact on the BC Coastline.
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/kinder-morgan-trans-mountain-pipeline-bc-coast/article35043172/https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/kinder-morgan-trans-mountain-pipeline-bc-coast/article35043172/
	Message Update – April 10, 2017
Hey everybody, the attempts to get the Federal Government to deny the Kinder Morgan (KM) Expansion has failed.  A decision was made December 10, to approve the KM Trans Mountain Expansion. This decision was made ignoring the evidence CPE submitted to the National Energy Board (NEB) in our comments of October 2014 and August 2015.  Our action since that time has been to draw public attention to the fact that the federal government, in approving the project, ignored the risks associated with collision with the bridges and accepted transit risk levels that are far too high.  We also found out that the Minister of Highway and the CN Railway (the owners of the bridges) are both reviewing the impact that a seven-fold tanker increase will have on their structures.
	CN Concerned About Safety of Rail Bridge Against Collision Vancouver Sun Jan 31 2017
CPE Spokesman Brian Gunn encouraged to see talks between CN and Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure regarding bridge safety in the Burrard Inlet, in light of future increased tanker traffic.  Read the article here:

CN wants to know more about upcoming safety report on Burrard Inlet bridges







Additional interest has surfaced in a planned provincial report that will determine how well vital bridges crossing Burrard Inlet would be able to withstand being hit by big ships.
The interest comes from Canadian National, which owns the railway bridge at the Second Narrows under which 40,000 oil tankers will pass over the 50-year lifetime of the recently approved  Kinder Morgan pipeline project.
The province is studying effects from ships on the Lions Gate and Ironworkers Memorial bridges, but not the privately owned railway crossing.
However, when word of the provincial study reached Sandro Scola, senior manager of bridges and  structures for CN, he wanted to know more.
“A  member of CN’s engineering  team has been in contact with the province to discuss  the issue,” said CN spokeswoman Kate Fenske in an email.
The motor vehicle bridges are being examined under a federal law called  the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code  S6-14, which analyzes collisions and ways to mitigate them. The study was ordered by Dirk Nyland, chief engineer at  the B.C. Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure.
“The S6-14 code gives engineers guidelines to know what impact forces the foundations can withstand. It’s very important,”  said Brian Gunn, spokesman for a public-interest group called the Concerned Professional  Engineers of  B.C.
The Lions Gate and Ironworkers Memorial are critical  pieces of Metro Vancouver infrastructure, connecting people, goods and services to the North Shore. About 182,000 trips are made every day.
Gunn said the S6-14 code does not apply to the railway bridge, even though the 120-metre wide channel forms the narrowest gap among the three bridges which ships must pass by.
Coal, wood and grain shipments to the North Shore are dependent on the railway bridge, as well as the source of employment for a large number of people.  Gunn said CN is looking to find out information which would be applicable to its own crossing.

 Professional Engineer Brian Gunn welcomes a provincial study into the security of bridges over Burrard Inlet, including the Ironworkers Memorial Bridge (in the background) and behind it the Second Narrows railway bridge.  RICHARD LAM / PROVINCE

“CN’s letter tells me that the company is interested in the seven-fold increase in tanker traffic. There are times in the month when there will be four daily tanker transits instead of two,”  he said.
“The whole thing needs to be carefully looked at. That means they’re looking at the traffic and collisions and what forces those collisions would bring to the bridge piers,” he said.
It is not the first time the province has looked at the safety of motor-vehicle bridges over Burrard Inlet.
Faced with increases in ships’ sizes and additional numbers of vessels, the south pier of the Lions Gate was strengthened with tonnes of reinforced concrete about 20 years ago so it would be better able to withstand being hit by a wayward ship.
A spokesman for the Ministry of Transportation said a “discussion” has been held with CN to advise them of the province’s study.
“Given the changes to vessel usage in Burrard  Inlet over time and the potential changes in the future, the ministry initiated a proactive review of vessel impact protection in 2015. The ministry’s study does not include a risk assessment of the CN bridge, but we will share our findings with them,” said the spokesman in an email.
“There are significant safety measures in place for the operation of vessels under these bridges. The bridges are very safe,” he said. “The review will be completed in 2017 and form the basis for action going forward.”
kspencer@postmedia.com
twitter.com/kentspencer2




http://vancouversun.com/news/national/cn-wants-to-know-more-about-upcoming-safety-report-on-burrard-inlet-bridges
&nbsp;
&nbsp;
	BC Premier asked to quantify risks: letter in Vancouver Observer January 24, 2017
The British Columbia Premier and the Canadian Prime Minister have justified Kinder Morgan&#8217;s tanker expansion by saying that the benefits of the expansion outweigh the risks.  They list the benefits, but they omit outlining the risks.  CPE has submitted a letter requesting that the government undertake a risk assessment of tankers colliding with bridges, add that assessment to the existing assessment and quantify these risks in a dollar amount.  Read the letter below:




Open letter to Premier Christy Clark: Weighing the risks vs. benefits of the Trans Mountain pipeline








Brian Gunn, P.Eng

Jan 24th, 2017














 Share on Facebook Share on Twitter










Dear Premier Christy Clark,
You were once opposed to Kinder Morgan’s (KM) -Transmountain Expansion (TMX), and then approved the project on January 11 2017. You stated that the five conditions for approval imposed by British Columbia were met.
The main reason you gave for the recent approval was that the last condition was met – KM is willing to share the profits (1 billion in payments over 20 years) with B.C.  But this 1 billion dollar payment could nearly pay for the extra 1.2 billion dollars TMX says it would cost to relocate the terminal to Delta Port at Robert’s Bank where the risk would be considerably less.
Both you and Prime Minister Trudeau gave your approval based on the statement that the “benefits outweigh the risks”. However, neither you nor Prime Minister Trudeau discussed the risks, how much these risks may cost, nor did you give any indication of how you came to be convinced of the safety of the project.
Do you know something that the public does not know?
All we have to go on are the estimates put forward in Kinder Morgan’s risk analysis and TERMPOL Report 3.15 to the NEB in which, in Table 34, they estimated a return period of 473 years for a major spill of 8.25 million litres, and a return period of 237 years for spills of any volume (all spills).
We equate the 8.25 million litre spill estimate to a 10 per cent probability over a 50 year operating life and 19 per cent if one considers all possible spills, of any volume. These results take into account all mitigations, including the development of a “world class” cleanup response strategy and the use of efficient tugboat assistance.
When presenting to the federal ministerial panel on Aug. 9 2016, Concerned Professional Engineers (CPE) showed that the 10 per cent risk discussed above is not acceptable.
In that presentation we compared tanker risks to other major infrastructure risks, and showed that the design of buildings for structural failure during earthquakes and collision of ships with bridges according to the S6 highways code tolerate risks that are only 1/5 and 1/20, respectively, of the risks associated with the Kinder Morgan’s expansion project.
The danger of collisions with bridges and the possibility of taking them both out of service and, in the case of the highways bridge, possibly killing a large number of people, have not been included in the risk assessment done by Kinder Morgan.  If this were done, the risks would need to be added to the already purported risk mentioned above.
CPE appreciates that B.C.’s department of transportation and infrastructure has a study, ongoing from 2015 to the spring of 2017, regarding the risks of the increased tanker traffic.  CPE believe strongly that we should know what that risk is before the project begins.
As our Premier, you have the obligation to back up your decisions and show transparency in your evaluations, particularly when they involve very large and risky projects.
What is needed in this argument of benefit vs. risk is to put numbers in dollars beside the likelihood of a catastrophic event.  One way we can see this being done properly is to ask a large risk insurance company for a properly evaluated study of risks that sets insurance premiums for unlimited liability to be required by the tanker companies coming to pick up and take away the oil.
It is easy for Kinder Morgan to talk about the sevenfold increase in tanker traffic being safe and acceptable because they carry none of the risk in tanker transits after leaving their terminal loaded or before arriving to their terminal empty.  The risks during navigation rest solely with the tanker company, whose resources are or may be limited.
Ultimately, the risks fall on the taxpayers as represented by the B.C. and federal governments to pay the costs to repair and rebuild the bridges. The present tanker risk fund of 1.3 billion dollars is extremely unlikely to cover the damages caused by ship collisions, oil spills, loss of life and loss of business. It is more likely that these costs will run in the tens of billions.
Therefore it is CPE’s request for you to work with Prime Minister Trudeau and ensure that a proper risk assessment of the bridges be done and that the risk assessment include recommendations to increase the strength of the footings of the railway bridge to limit the damage done by ship collisions.
When this is done, a proper risk-benefit assessment of the expansion can be made. Yours sincerely,
Brian Gunn, Spokesperson
Concerned Professional Engineers (CPE)





http://www.vancouverobserver.com/opinion/open-letter-premier-christy-clark-weighing-risks-vs-benefits-trans-mountain-pipeline
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	Can Burrard Inlet bridges withstand tanker collisions? Vancouver Sun article Jan 8 2017
CPE Spokesperson Brian Gunn recently engaged with journalist Kent Spencer of the Vancouver Sun about the danger of Aframax tankers passing under bridges in the Burrard Inlet.  The Province of BC will be looking at whether or not bridges at the Second Narrows are up to current code.  Here is the article:

Province looks at ability of Burrard Inlet bridges to handle oil tanker collisions



 Kent Spencer


Published on: January 8, 2017 | Last Updated: January 8, 2017 3:30 PM PST





Could a large ship hit and damage one of Burrard Inlet’s vital bridges? The possibility is being studied by the province because 40,000 oil tanker trips are scheduled through Vancouver Harbour in the next 50 years.
Dirk Nyland, chief engineer at the B.C. Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, said the strength of the piers of the Second Narrows (Ironworkers Memorial) and Lions Gate bridges will be examined in relation to a federal code which governs the structural integrity with regards to hits by marine vessels.
The review, which has only recently come to light, began in the spring of 2015.
“The Ironworkers Memorial and Lions Gate bridges have operated safely since being opened in 1938 and 1960, respectively, and the ministry is taking action so they continue to operate safely in the future,” said Nyland in an email.
“Given the changes to vessel usage in Burrard Inlet over time, we are in the midst of undertaking a review of the vessel impact protection for both of these structures,” he said.
The Second Narrows and Lions Gate are critical pieces of Metro Vancouver’s economic well-being, connecting people, goods and services to the North Shore with around 182,000 trips a day.Brian Gunn, spokesman for Concerned Professional Engineers of B.C., said the province is assessing the bridges under a federal law called the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code S6-14, which analyzes collisions and ways to mitigate them.
“The code gives engineers guidelines to know what impact forces the foundations can withstand. It’s very important,” he said.
 Brian Gunn, spokesman for Concerned Professional Engineers of B.C., says the Second Narrows bridge is too important to risk an accidental collision with an oil tanker. Gunn is calling for more to be done to understand the risks posed by 40,000 tanker trips in Vancouver Harbour in the next 50 years.  RICHARD LAM / PROVINCE PROVINCE&nbsp;

Gunn said impacts from ships were incorporated into the design of new bridges like the Golden Ears and Port Mann, but not for older ones in Vancouver Harbour, where numbers and sizes of vessels have increased dramatically over the decades.“A proper risk analysis has to be done if you’re building new bridges, but it doesn’t retroactively apply to old bridges,” he said.
“One of the oversights of this (Trans Mountain) pipeline project is the lack of a fully fledged risk assessment for the bridges.”
The south pier of the Lions Gate was beefed up about 20 years ago with tonnes of reinforced concrete and energy-absorbing buffers to improve its impact resistance, said Gunn.
“The idea is to build a much bigger foundation and have big, big buffers so a ship would glance off it into the middle of the channel,” he said.
Marine safety expert Joe Spears of the Horseshoe Bay Marine Group said it’s important to look at safety “with fresh eyes” because there are usually ways to improve protection for people and property.
“The North Shore bridges are part of Canada’s critical infrastructure, so we need to deal with this in a holistic fashion and look at every aspect. Organizations shouldn’t be afraid to talk. That’s good ocean governance,” he said.
The federal government approved the tripling in size of Kinder Morgan’s oil pipeline from Edmonton to Burnaby last year. The company said 408 tankers per year will transit the harbour over the 50-year lifespan of the project, passing under three bridges — the Lions Gate and Ironworkers, which are provincially maintained, and a railway span owned by Canadian National, 110 metres from the Ironworkers.
The channel is narrowest under the railway bridge at only 120 metres wide. Aframax-sized tankers, with the capacity to carry up to 120,000 metric tonnes of crude oil, clear it by just 37 metres on each side. Gunn said the S6-14 code doesn’t apply to the railway bridge.
“I’d like to see the code applied to it as well. A lot of jobs are dependent on it, especially with the grain terminal expansion,” he said.
News of the provincial review has reached Sandro Scola, senior manager of bridges and structures for Canadian National based in Chicago. He wants to learn more about the province’s findings.
“I will be calling Mr. Nyland,” Scola told Postmedia News in an email.
Gunn said the ministry’s scrutiny indicates that engineers are “obviously concerned” something could happen despite increased safety measures such as additional escort tugs, experienced pilots and state-of-the-art navigational equipment.
Port of Vancouver spokeswoman Kristina Driedger said the port’s authority does not extend to the highway bridges.
“We are not the owners or operators of the bridges,” she said in an email.
Richard Wiefelspuett, executive director of a government and industry-funded organization called Clear Seas, said a general risk assessment which was done for the pipeline project did not extend to the bridges.
“A tanker hit on a bridge would be a bad thing. Our preference is prevention,” he said.
The concerned engineers produced an animated video last year which presents a scenario in which they said the Ironworkers could come down. The video shows a series of events: a rudder failure on the tanker, collision with a steel tower on the railway bridge, the tower dropping upright onto the tanker and subsequently plowing into the Ironworkers.
The ability of the piers on the Lions Gate bridge to withstand collisions with large ships is being tested by the province&#8217;s chief engineer. The south pier, shown here, was upgraded about 20 years ago with tonnes of reinforced concrete and collision buffers. NICK PROCAYLO / PNG
“We have been accused of fear-mongering, but we’re looking at worst-case scenarios,” said Gunn, who was a project manager for Deltaport expansion in the 1990s.
“We have no objection to pipelines. We think they are safe. The whole argument is about the seven-fold increase in tankers,” he said.
The provincial review will be completed this spring.
kspencer@postmedia.com
twitter.com/kentspencer2
	Engineers Red Flag Trans Mountain Times Colonist Article December 2016
After we sent copies of our letter to the BC Premier, a Times Colonist contacted Spokesperson Brian Gunn for an interview.  Her article was published on the 15th of December:

A group of engineers is asking the province to delay its decision on Kinder Morgan’s Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project, warning that not enough is known about the risk of a tanker collision.
Its concern was echoed by a former federal environment minister, who said the project could be vulnerable to legal claims that the federal government’s environmental assessment was inadequate.
Brian Gunn, Campbell River-based spokesman for Concerned Professional Engineers, said it’s possible for a tanker’s rudder to fail, causing it to take out two bridges in Burrard Inlet. But the risk of vessel collisions with those bridges hasn’t been properly studied, he said.
The organization wrote an open letter to Premier Christy Clark this week, outlining its concerns&#8230;  Read it the complete article  here!
	Open Letter to Premier Christy Clark December 13, 2016
Dear Premier Clark,
Re: Your acceptance of the Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain Expansion seven fold tanker increase, and the danger to the Second Narrows highway and railway bridges
Further to our earlier email of December 1, 2016, we are setting out in more detail why a risk assessment must take place before you decide on the Trans Mountain Expansion.
Please consider the following:

The expansion will increase oil tanker traffic transiting the Burrard Inlet from five Aframax tankers per month to 34 per month. This increase means that there will be three or four days each month when two tankers will need to transit the Inlet in the same day, in order to make up the number of 34.  In order to comply with the Port of Vancouver Authority regulations for transit at the bridges and for public safety, these transits must take place during the two-hour period of slack water, and this must occur during daylight hours.  In winter, some days will have no slack water while there is still daylight, resulting in pressure being applied to get approval to transit during the hours of darkness.
The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure is concerned about possible collisions with the Second Narrows bridges. Dirk Nyland, your Chief Engineer at the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, has sent me a letter stating, “Given the changes to vessel usage in Burrard Inlet over time, we are in the midst of undertaking a review of the vessel impact protection for both of these superstructures. The Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code S6-14 is being used in the work.”
Despite current assurances from the Port of Vancouver Authority and the Pacific Pilotage, who have carried out many simulations to show how Aframax tankers can safely transit the bridges, they cannot guarantee that there will be no collisions with the bridges, as illustrated in our animation.

They can be commended for using simulations for training pilots and for determining the safest way of using tugs.  However, this is not enough.  What is needed is a proper risk assessment that includes mitigations to reduce the risk, including : the use of tugs, the proper training of pilots, and improved navigation aids.  These transits and the regulations of the Port Authority should be input into the CSA S6 Highways and Bridge code analysis.

We also need an examination of worldwide statistics of similar accidents and the probability of these accidents occurring in the Second Narrows transit. This analysis should consider the consequences of collision to both the railway bridge and the highway bridge.  Once this is done, we would have a proper risk assessment.
We would like to point out that Kinder Morgan states they have had no tanker incidents in the past sixty years, however Port of Vancouver Authority can only say for certain that Aframax tankers, which are the tankers Kinder Morgan uses for oil transport, have been transiting the Burrard Inlet since the mid 1990s. In addition, just because there have been no accidents of Kinder Morgan vessels in the Burrard Inlet, that doesn’t mean that it can’t happen. You may recall that Westshore Terminals went without major incident for 42 years until Dec 7, 2012, when the vessel Cape Apricot, at 1:00 am, was supposed to berth at Berth 2.  Vessels have to make a turn into the berth that requires tug assistance to keep the vessel from turning too wide, and in turning into Berth 2, they are working against wind and currents.  In this case, the pilot attempted the manoeuvre without the required tug aid at the start of the approach, and ran into the Berth 1 approach conveyor, severing it and putting Berth 1 out of commission for two months.  Coal was spilled into the sea.
When the risk assessment is completed, the assessment needs to be peer reviewed, and the results from that should be discussed with the public.
In addition to the concern with bridge collision, the current risk of ten percent over 50 years, that a major bitumen spill of eight million, two hundred and fifty thousand litres will occur as projected by Kinder Morgan, is unacceptable.

&nbsp;
We hope you will consider the above, and ensure that the BC government conducts a thorough risk assessment before supporting the Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain Expansion project.
Sincerely,
Brian Gunn
Spokesperson, Concerned Professional Engineers
&nbsp;
&nbsp;
	CPE Presents at Ministerial Panel August 11, 2016
Concerned Professional Engineers (CPE) recently had an opportunity to present their concerns regarding Kinder Morgan’s Trans Mountain Expansion (TMX) to a Ministerial Panel in Burnaby on August 11. (Click here for the full report)
The panel was formed by the government in order to give special groups and the public an opportunity to express their opinion on the Trans Mountain Expansion.  The panel travelled to designated locations in British Columbia
Primary in CPE’s agenda is the intention to educate both the public and government about the risk inherent in projects of this type. CPE is a composed of professional engineers who have extensive experience in the planning, risk analysis, detailed design and construction of marine and materials handling systems.  The group is not opposed to exporting oil from Canada, but is opposed to the way Kinder Morgan plans to handle the marine aspect of their expansion.
In their presentation to the panel, CPE spokesperson Brian Gunn explained that while they recognize that Kinder Morgan hired a reputable consultant DNV (Det Norske Veritas) to conduct a risk analysis of their proposal, this analysis not been subjected to an independent peer review. He said they also feel that the analysis is incomplete and has not taken into account the possibility of collision with bridges in the Burrard Inlet. The proponent, Kinder Morgan, has an obligation to study the compliance of these bridges with the current Canadian Highway Bridge Code S6, which has a specific chapter on addressing vessel collisions.
Currently, one Aframax tanker travels from Kinder Morgan’s terminal in the Eastern Burrard Inlet, through the Vancouver harbour and to the open ocean one day per week.  If the expansion is approved, tankers will travel the inlet 34 times per month.
Gunn says that this raises concerns about the amount of risk that increased traffic will generate.  First and foremost is the danger of Aframax tankers colliding with the Second Narrows Railway Bridge.  This bridge was shut down for four and a half months in 1979 after being hit by the Japan Erica, a ship much smaller than a loaded Aframax tanker.  A loaded Aframax tanker would be five times heavier and could take the bridge right off its foundations, carrying its superstructure into the highway bridge which is just 110 metres distance away.  The highway (Ironworkers Memorial) bridge is a well travelled main artery in Vancouver and a collapse of this bridge would be catastrophic. (See pictures below)
In conjunction with this, the tankers carry diluted bitumen (dilbit), a material that has not been thoroughly tested in a marine environment.  Should there be an incident, the tanker would likely lose its cargo and such a spill would without a doubt cause environmental damage in a highly populated area.  DNV estimates that if there would be a spill, then the tankers would lose 8.25 million litres of oil product.  This is 3,000 times greater than the amount spilled in 2015 by the Marathassa in English Bay.  Such a spill would also be very expensive to clean up and it is tax payers who would bear the cost.
CPE proposes that there are safer alternatives to shipping through the Burrard Inlet, and that other ports such as Roberts Bank that is situated at the open ocean, have not been considered.  The organization is working on bringing this to the attention of those in government who will be making the final decision.  For more information on CPE visit their website at www.concernedengineers.org.
	Kinder Morgan TMX Tanker Transit High Risk Ignored
Kinder Morgan’s proposed project to increase their transport of Diluted Bitumen from the Eastern Burrard Inlet to the Pacific Ocean offer risks that are many times higher than those accepted for other major infrastructure projects.
As Concerned Professional Engineers (CPE) we feel this is not acceptable.  We believe that a proper analysis of risk needs to be made to ascertain whether risks proposed by Kinder Morgan are acceptable and anything less than that is gross negligence on the part of decision makers.
First, what is risk?  The dictionary defines it as a situation involving exposure to danger or exposing someone or something valued to danger, harm or the possibility of financial loss.  When it comes to building infrastructure like homes, bridges, buildings and highways, various levels of government have established building codes.  These are set parameters for how structures must be built so they meet a tolerable risk.
Kinder Morgan predicts a 10 percent risk of a major oil spill, greater than 8,250 cubic meters during the 50 year operating life of the project.  They have not made available the computational tools they used to make that risk analysis.  As well, the Port Authority of Vancouver refused a recommendation to clear the Vancouver harbour when the oil tankers would be moving through it.  On top of this, the risks and consequences of a tanker hitting the Second Narrows Bridge have not been evaluated, despite our requests to the National Energy Board (NEB).  Together these variables increase the risk of the project.
Even accepting Kinder Morgan’s computer generated risk assessment, the Trans Mountain Expansion poses a far higher risk than what is acceptable for buildings and bridges.
Building codes demand that the risk of an earthquake occurring, causing probable collapse of a structure, be no more than two percent over a 50 year period.  Kinder Morgan’s numbers are five times higher (10 percent over a 50 period).  In other words, the acceptable risk for an oil spill is not up to the same standard as it is for earthquakes.
New bridges like the Port Mann bridge must meet the Canadian Bridge code guidelines that the probability of collapse be no more than 0.5 percent over a 50 year operating life.  This is in recognition of the fact that if a ship collides with a bridge it could cause catastrophic damage to the bridge or even collapse.
Historically, there have been a number of collisions with the railway bridge at the Second Narrows, when hit by vessels of a much smaller scale (weight, height and width) than that of an Aframax tanker.  In two cases, the bridge has been completely knocked out of service and had to be rebuilt.  Damage to the Second Narrows Highway bridge can result in economic catastrophe because it is a main artery of transportation in Vancouver.  Is it acceptable to risk collision with any bridges in the Burrard Inlet?  Is the consequence of an oil spill in the city of Vancouver, a place seen by the world as both green and vibrant, acceptable?  Our answer is ‘no’.
	Our Letter to the Top 100 BC Businesses April 19, 2016
On April 19, 2016, CPE sent the following hard copy letter to the top 100 BC businesses, hoping to garner their support.  We received one response which we are unable to publish by author&#8217;s request.
Dear Businessperson;
What is your opinion on the Kinder Morgan Expansion (KMX) and Northern Gateway (NG) pipeline and tanker shipping projects?
On January 21, the Business Council of BC (BCBC) published an op-ed piece stating ‘it is time for a mature conversation on oil exports.’  The authors argued that if Canada does not take its place in the global oil market, less environmentally and socially responsible producers will.  We welcomed the invitation to begin a mature conversation on this important topic, but we were disappointed when the authors dismissed the concerns of opposition groups as ‘being rooted in the fantasy that shutting down oil production and pipelines in Canada will somehow be good for the world, our environment or you personally.’
Despite two lengthy and expensive review processes, and the approval of NG by the National Energy Board in 2014, both projects continue to face considerable opposition.  While some groups are unconditionally opposed to ‘fossil fuels’, we believe the majority of Canadians are more pragmatic.  They understand the need to develop Canada’s resources, but they remain concerned about the risks posed by these megaprojects, especially in light of the recent Mt. Polley tailings dam breach and the Lac Megantic tragedy.
As professional engineers with over one hundred years’ experience in marine transport infrastructure, we understand these risks and the difficult tradeoffs that must be made.  We have spent the past four years analyzing these proposals in detail and we participated as intervenors in the review of the NG project.  We requested to participate in the TMX review, but the review process was reduced, against considerable protest, and cross-examination of witnesses did not occur.
As a result of our investigations, we believe Canadians are justified in their concerns.  For example, the following points highlight a few of the major unresolved issues:
NG’s proposal states the risk of an at least 5,000 cubic metre (five million litres) tanker spill is 9% in its 50 year operating life.  TMX’s analysis states a 10% risk for an at least 8,250 cubic metre (eight million two hundred fifty thousand litres) spill in its 50 year operating life.  These spills are 1,850 and 3,055 times larger than the MV Marathassa spill in English Bay in 2015, and the risks are unacceptably high.

Diluted bitumen is vastly different from crude oil, and there is significant uncertainty about whether it can be cleaned up in the event of a marine spill.
Cleanup funds for a tanker spill are limited to a maximum of $1.3 billion.  A major spill would easily exhaust these funds, leaving taxpayers on the hook.
Safer port locations have never been seriously considered by the proponents.

We have asked the BCBC executive for their opinion on the above concerns, and whether they would join us in calling for a truly objective and science-based review process that has a chance of addressing Canadians’ concerns.
In the absence of a meaningful response to our questions, we are reaching out to the BC business community directly, and extending our own invitation to start a mature conversation on these projects.  Specifically, we would like to ask you, as a BC business leader:
Do you believe the 9% and 10% risks of major spills are acceptable?  Is your business allowed to proceed with this level of risks, when safer alternatives exist?

Are you comfortable with the uncertainties presented by transporting diluted bitumen in BC’s coastal waters, or do you believe further study is required?
Are you comfortable with the amount of funding ($1.3 billion) that is in place to pay for cleanup and recovery in the event of a major marine spill?  Do you think tanker and/or pipeline operators should be required to carry insurance adequate to cover reasonable costs for cleanup?

Without a review process that addresses such fundamental concerns, we believe there is little chance that these projects will ever receive the broad support they need in order to proceed.  If you share these concerns and if you believe Canada should claim its position as a leader in the global market for natural resources, please join us in requesting a more effective review process.
We have corresponded with the Honourable Catherine McKenna, Minister of Environment and Climate Change, and the Honourable Marc Garneau, Minister of Transport, both of whom have forwarded our requests to the Honourable Jim Carr, Minister of Natural Resources.
Please consider writing to Minister Carr*, your MLA/MP, and the Business Council of British Columbia to let them know your thoughts.  We would also be grateful to receive a copy of your letter.
&nbsp;
Yours Sincerely,
Brian Gunn
Spokesperson, CPE
Concerned Professional Engineers
(250) 286-4080 | concernedpeng@gmail.com
&nbsp;
*Honourable Jim Carr
Minister of Natural Resources
House of Commons
Ottawa ON K1A 0A6
And/or:        Honourable Jim Carr
Minister of Natural Resources
Constituency Office
102 &#8211; 611 Corydon Avenue
Winnipeg MB R3L 0P3
&nbsp;
&nbsp;
	Response from the Honourable Catherine McKenna, Minister of Environment April 18, 2016
On April 18, 2016 we received a response from the Honourable Catherine McKenna, Minister of Environment to our letter of December, 2015.  Click the link below to read her response.
2016.04.18 MOE McKenna response SIGNED LETTER- MIN 198095 &#8211; Gunn(1)
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